Prepared by IMC Japan Volunteer G , June 2005- text emphases (bold) by G

IMC Feature (headline/center column) Editorial Policies International Compiliation

(not complete)
_____________________________________________________________________________
San Francisco Headline Policy:
http://sf.indymedia.org/process/openpub.php
<note by G: SF IMC looks much like a mainstream newspaper, apparently uses a new system, clearly addresses independent journalists and media people, not 'regular folks'>

Promoting Content to Headline Status 
SFIMC chooses content to headline from the newswires daily.  A variey of criteria is used to determine which articles to headline including the quality of writing, relevance, incisiveness, uniqueness, sources and balance with other content. 

The most relevant, best written and well composed original content has the greatest chance of becoming a headline, and headlines are the most widely read articles on our site. 
<G note: this is very vague, likely to imitate mainstream newsvalues>

We encourage writers, photographers and videographers looking to increase their audience to fully understand these guidelines and consult our resources page for more in depth information.  We strongly encourage collaboration, especially among those who focus on different types of media. 

If you are interested in contributing regularly, please consider subscribing to our newscrews email list where discussion takes place regarding story ideas, writing tips, and other useful topics. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
Marseille Central Column Policy :
http://marseille.indymedia.org/process/about.php#corpus
< procedure: feature posted on newswire, then suggested for feature, needs consensus to become feature (in urgent cases the support of 2 ed team members is enough).- disadvantage: slow!>

Les articles de colonne centrale 

Les articles de la colonne centrale sont le fruit du travail collectif du CMI : traductions d'articles parus sur le réseau Indymedia, travail d'enquête, couverture d'événements, compilation d'informations sur un sujet donné, etc. Le collectif veillera à favoriser le déplacement d'articles publiés en publication libre et ouverte vers la colonne centrale en reprenant les nouvelles ou en proposant aux contributeurs/trices de traiter plus en profondeur le sujet de leur contribution. Les propositions d'articles pour la colonne centrale suivront la procédure suivante : une fois terminé, l'article est proposé à la publication dans la partie administration du site pendant un délai à déterminer, après notification sur la liste consacrée au travail éditorial. La mise en ligne de l'article ne se fait donc que s'il y a consensus des membres du collectif à son sujet. Dans le cas particulier d'un article à mettre rapidement en ligne, l'accord de deux membres du collectif tout de suite suffit, avec quand même notification de la décision sur la liste. Il est toujours possible de revenir en arrière si le collectif le décide. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
Vancouver: Suggest a feature 
http://vancouver.indymedia.org/process/feature.php

Stories that end up in the centre column on Vancouver Indymedia are put there by members of the editorial working group. 

Our process requires that one member on the working group prepare a draft of the feature story and that another member approve the story by "pushing" it live to the site. 

We are happy to accept your suggestions for centre column stories. To maximize the chances of your story being published please send us as much of the following information as you can: 
feature title 
feature category (transportation, ecology, etc.) 
one written paragraph of content for the feature 
URL of an image you would like to have accompany the feature 
the URLs of one or more Vancouver Indymedia articles that provide more information on your proposed feature 
All suggestions will be reviewed by at least one member of the editorial working group. 

Please don't bother getting upset if your suggestion is not acted upon.  The members of the editorial working group lead busy lives and we can't respond to every suggestion we receive, no matter how timely and important you may feel that it is. 

Last updated Wed, 29 Oct 2003 01:10:18 -0800 

_____________________________________________________________________________

Quebec-
<note: Clear criteria, but identical with mainstream news values!>
 http://quebec.indymedia.org/en/node.php?title=CMAQ's+editorial+policy>


IV. Headline Selection and Management 
In order to insure a greater diversity of methods and viewpoints, headlines are collectively chosen and managed by members of the Validation Committee. 


1. Selection criteria 
<G NOTES: these reproduce mainstream news values, newness and geographic closeness> 

Headline selection criteria are as follows: 
Documents presented as headlines must always be related to current events. 
     <G notes: this imitates the 'newness hype' of mainstream media>
Documents pertaining to large mobilisations taking place, by order of priority, in Québec, in Canada, in the Americas, and elsewhere in the world will be highlighted. 
No category is formally excluded from the headlines. However, "communiqués" should rarely be made into headlines, and submissions from commercial press should be extremely rare in the headlines (such a selection should be justifiable through other pertinent selection criteria). 
Hence, the order of priority for headline selection is as follows: 
I. Newswire / Analyses 
II. Communiqués 
III. Commercial press 
The other selection criteria are originality, diversity of sources, opinions and topics, as well as the overall quality of the document. 


2. Headline dynamics 
The Content Committee favours the pertinence of documents used as headlines while encouraging, as much as possible, a frequent -- even daily -- rotation of material appearing on the front page. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
Germany Central Column Policy 
http://germany.indymedia.org/static/moderation.shtml
<G note: Content- mostly Overviews and summaries of bigger topics, usually compiled by editorial team from newswire postings.  No details on decision making process on what gets featured- apparently 'consensus' system. Encourage people to participate in editorial discussion.>

5. die Mittelspalte 
Einige Beiträge werden zusätzlich von den Moderationskollektiven in die Mittelspalte gesetzt. Dabei handelt es sich hauptsächlich um besonders gut recherchierte Beiträge oder grössere Überblicksartikel, die Hintergründe, Links und aktuelle Berichte zu  einem bestimmten Ereignis zusammenfassen. Häufig werden Überblicksartikel auch aus geposteten Artikeln zusammengestellt. Mittelspalten-Artikel werden meist ergänzt: zum Beispiel durch Fotos, Hintergrundinfos, Verlinkungen, Aktualisierungen.  Die Entscheidung, was in die Mittelspalte soll, wollen wir so demokratisch wie möglich  treffen. Darum wünschen wir uns, dass sich alle an der Diskussion darüber beteiligen. Wenn   ihr meint, dass ein Artikel in die Mittelspalte sollte, dann könnt Ihr darüber auf der Mailingliste   imc-germany-kontakt lists.indymedia.org  mit allen diskutieren. 

Indymedia ist ein Werkzeug, das von euch benutzt werden will - und der Möglichkeiten  sind da viele..: ob ihr Artikel schreiben, Videos oder Audios machen, selber ein  Moderationskollektiv gründen oder bei einem vorhandenen Kollektiv mitmischen wollt -  egal, Hauptsache, ihr füllt die Struktur mit Leben! Dazu gehört natürlich auch Kritik an  Moderationsentscheidungen - Texte sind recht lebendige Gebilde und lassen sich manchmal nur widerwillig in die oben aufgeführten Kategorien pressen. Wenn ihr anderer Meinung als das Moderationskollektiv seid, schreibt uns direkt eine Mail. 

Wir freuen uns über jede Person mehr, die sich in irgendeiner Form für die inhaltliche Gestaltung der Seite mitverantwortlich fühlt, denn genau darum geht es schliesslich bei Indymedia: das Verhältnis 'MedienmacherInnen versus -konsumentInnen' aufzubrechen, um ein Informationstool 'von allen für alle' zu schaffen. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
UK Features 
http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/static/editorial.html

Features : The features on the middle column of the IMC UK website reflect postings to the newswire. Features are highlighting specific issues to make them more accessible. They are put together by volunteers communicating on the imc-uk-features list. 
Any individual can join the features list and propose a new feature for the middle column. A proposal can take the form of an idea or a completed feature. Completed features are usually between 50 and 80 words and include at least one link to the newswire, preferably also links to background information. If no one objects to the feature proposal within 24-hours, and if it is completed, it will be uploaded to the middle column. The 24-hour rule ensures that everybody can contribute to the middle column and allows time for collaborative improvements and considerations. 

Featurewire 
The featurewire is a fully automated, syndicated wire of all features from US IMCs. 
_____________________________________________________________________________
Ireland
http://docs.indymedia.org/view/Local/IMCEireFeaturePolicy

How do I create a feature? 
Features tend to be first hand coverage of an important events or original investigation and writing. Along with some multimedia aspect (video/audio/photos) and some links to numerous sources and other peoples view on the same subject. 

Firstly write and gather your materials for your story and publish it as normal then contact the editorial team to propose it as feature for our central column. A feature usually takes the shape of a short intro of about 250 words, with a image to illustrate it on the front page. You then also upload large files or audio content. 

Process 
All features must be submitted as stories first. 

-- PaulCummins - 27 Dec 2004 
_____________________________________________________________________________
St Louis Features Policy 
St Louis;
http://docs.indymedia.org/view/Local/EditorialPolicyForFeatures

The features section of the IMC includes the items that appear in the center column of the web site. They are in-depth news articles that address a current issue which broadly and directly affects the local or regional community. Features should go beyond the scope of the event to include all relevant information surrounding the issue, including opposing viewpoints, and should link to tangent issues or background information (preferably within Indymedia and non-commercial sites). Under-covered news, breaking news, protests, ongoing coverage, or in-depth looks at local or regional issues are some examples of features-quality article topics. All features articles should strive to present an in-depth analysis, either from a balanced third-party perspective, or from a detailed first-person perspective. 

Please note that the Features Section is not an open-publishing forum. While we are committed to having an open-publishing area, we are also committed to providing in-depth coverage of under-covered news and events. The features section is a means of helping us to guarantee that balance. Articles concerning an upcoming series or one-time event, performance, lecture, workshop, etc. should be posted to the Calendar so as to inform people about the event and where and when it will be. Coverage of such an event that does not go beyond the scope of the event itself should be posted to the Newswire. Articles that are opposed to the general political and philosophical outlook of the members of the IMC collective will not be posted to our Features Section; but you are free to post them to the Newswire at any time. 

-- VishalSingh - 04 Jul 2002 
_____________________________________________________________________________
Rumania:
http://docs.indymedia.org/view/Local/ImcRomaniaEditorialPolicy
<NOTE: no details on how they select features>

The main section of the Indymedia Romania website is represented by the middle column that contains the latest news, announcements, opinions, and essays. The editorial team will actively pursue and select content for this column, making decisions collectively. <usually selected from wire>

_____________________________________________________________________________

IMC Thunder Bay Features (Centre column) Editorial Policy: 
http://docs.indymedia.org/view/Local/ImcTBFeaturesEditorialPolicy

I. local issues will take top priority over everything else, followed by regional, national, international events. National and international issues that link broader issues with local concerns reserve the right to take priority over other national/international news. 

II. stories which stress community participation will be emphasized. 

III. content which facilitates a voice for marginalized peoples, issues and perspectives in accordance with the principles of unity will take priority. 

IV. content with environmental, labour, class, aboriginal, social justice, arts and culture, gender, race, Northern issues (Thunder Bay representing the Provincial North, characterized by the hinterland relationship with the south, boom and bust, resource based economy) will given precedent. 

VI. strive to educate the public, raising awareness, empowering the community. 

VII. stories in global solidarity with similar visions stressed. 

VIII. those which provide historical perspective, remembering and learning from past struggles will be given priority. 

IX. focusing a critical eye on the media is key. 

-- DaveO - 16 Aug 2003 
_____________________________________________________________________________

Seattle
http://seattle.indymedia.org/en/static/policy.shtml
(...)
Feature stories, which are found in the center column of the website, are written  and/or selected by members of the SEAIMC collective. These features represent  the organization's daily output of news and editorial content. Seattle-area and  Washington stories and issues are the focus of features, although regional and  global stories are published as well. Features are typically based on content  published on the open publishing newswire. 
(...)

_____________________________________________________________________________
Rogue Valley
ROGUE IMC DRAFT POLICY DOCUMENT v6
Rogue IMC Mission Statement: 
http://rogueimc.org/static/mission.shtml

Features Guidelines: 
Featuring a Story: 
 An attempt should be made to contact other members of the editorial collective to seek approval before featuring an article. If the article is of a time-critical nature, it should be featured quickly, possibly without a concerted effort to seek the agreement of other editorial collective members. In cases where it is likely there would be disagreement over the featuring of an article within the editorial collective, the article should not be featured without further discussion within the editorial collective. 
 
The editorial collective will reserve the right to correct punctuation and spelling --but not meaning-- in the process of featuring a story from the newswire. It will attempt to contact the author when doing so. 
 
The editorial collective encourages individual initiative among it's members in assisting authors without journalistic experience. We respect the diversity of authors and will help on an individual basis with grammar, technique and style. 
 
Members of the editorial collective are encouraged to collaborate to put out their own articles, and collect smaller material from the newswire to be put together into a larger story. As a member of the editorial collective, before posting one's own article as a Feature the editorial collective as a whole should be consulted. 
 
 
Removing Features: 
In cases where a member of the editorial collective objects to the featuring of an article, a consensus must be sought in order to remove the article. If consensus cannot be reached, a vote must succeed by a 66% majority for the article to be removed. 
 
Criteria for Features: 
 - Priority will be given to articles that have local relevance. 
- Articles should be well written and informative. 
- Articles that cover issues that are underrepresented in the mainstream media will be favored. 
 
 
Accountability of the Editorial Collective:  
 The editorial collective is and open group accountable to the general collective. If the general collective feels the editorial collective is not representing their wishes, the general collective may make revisions to the editorial policy and ultimately decide who may and may not take part in the editorial collective only if problems arise. If the editorial policy has consistently disruptive members who make it very difficult for the collective to function, the issue must be taken up with the general collective. Any decisions for banning individuals from the editorial collective require consensus minus the individual in question within the general collective. 
We strive to make decisions in the most democratic, transparent and accountable manner. If you have any questions or concerns regarding our policy or our practice, or would like to volunteer with Rogue IMC, please contact us at  imc@rogueimc.org.  Better yet, join the collective!  
 
Copyright of Features and Articles: 
 All posts made to the Newswire are effectively covered by the principles of Copyleft unless specified by the author. The author retains the moral right to be recognized as the author of the article in question, but the article is free for distribution for non-profit and educative purposes. Articles may be reproduced in full for any purpose and in any media provided the reproduction is under the same principles as laid out here, that is, the same representations of the Copyleft of the article must appear alongside the article. 

Under no circumstances may articles or features from the Rogue IMC site be reproduced in full in a for-profit medium. However, for-profit media may quote from articles or features in accordance with "fair use" copyright principles. 
 
Specific queries about reproduction of an article or feature can be referred to the editorial collective at  imc-editorial@rogueimc.org 

http://at.indymedia.org/mod/info/display/editorial_policy/index.php
_____________________________________________________________________________
AustriaEditorialPolicy
http://at.indymedia.org/mod/info/display/editorial_policy/index.php 
oder: Wer ist für die Inhalte von (at)indy verantwortlich? 

Die Mittelspalte 

In die Mittelspalte kommen [news]- und [feature]-Beiträge. 

Bei [news] handelt es sich um von UserInnen bzw. antihierarchischen Kollektiven eigenständig recherchierten Artikeln. Texte von Parteien, Flugblätter und einfache Veranstaltungs-/Demoankündigungen werden nicht als [news] in der Mittelspalte zu finden sein. 

Im Gegensatz zu den [news] werden bei [features] zumeist mehrere thematisch zusammenpassende Artikel aus dem Newswire, sowie von anderen Webseiten zusammengefasst und verlinkt, um zum jeweiligen Thema möglichst interessante Infos übersichtlich zusammenzustellen. Die Erstellung von [features] wird über eine für jedeN zugängliche Mailingliste koordiniert. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
US
http://docs.indymedia.org/view/Local/ImcUsEditorialPolicy#centercolumn

Center Column / Features 

The center column is the place for feature articles.  These can be either articles promoted from  the featurewire or articles written by an editorial team specifically for US-IMC.  Articles promoted from  the featurewire can be promoted with either no changes, with corrections to spelling and grammar,  or with added links and content (with the exclusive purpose or adding context for a US-wide audience). Feature articles written by the US-IMC editorial group are written collaboratively over an email list, in a very similar  fashion to global. 

Feature articles should be articles produced by local IMCs with content relevant to the US-IMC readers and/or original  features compiled by the US-IMC editorial team.  The editorial group will make an emphasis on featuring articles  produced by local IMCs rather than by the US editorial group. 

Feature articles should be of interest to the entire US, and should not be reposts of articles published elsewhere. 

Features should be drawn primarily from independent media sources rather          than the mainstream press, and should be written with            links to these sources if necessary. 

Lastly, features should be primarily news-reports, that is, reports on events which are   taking place or will take place, rather than commentary.  Indymedia is a mechanism for the distribution of information, not a political soapbox. 

<G comments: find this overemphasis on NEWS and EVENTS problematic. We need to question the value mainstream media put on 'newness' and 'factual information' at the expense of 'olds' 'slow-moving' processes; 'feeling', 'integrating' 'communicating'. most social movements - which IMC supposedly supports- spend most of their time gestating, moving slowly, looking backward and inward, feeling. thats why they get ignored by the mainstream media and have to stage visible protests. Part of why we rouse visible rabble in the streets is to get mainstream media attention. part of the goal of demonstrations is to get coverage. but let's not confuse the means with the ends. the cult of 'newness' is part of what we have to question and develop alternatives to.

And let's face it- indymedia sites with their insitence on only news of protests are boring as hell. :>>
_____________________________________________________________________________


 






